
AI Readiness Assessment
Start your AI journey with Version 1

Unlock the Potential of AI for Your Business: Are You Ready?

Advance your capabilities with Version 1’s AI Readiness 
Assessment—a meticulously crafted strategy to uncover your 
company's AI possibilities.

Embark on a swift and detailed journey as we collaboratively 
examine vital aspects of your business, including daily operations, 
technological infrastructure, and industry nuances. This process is 
designed to illuminate the possibilities for adopting and optimising 
AI within your organisation. Our goal extends beyond mere 
assessment—we are dedicated to enhancing your business's 
readiness for AI integration.

• AI Maturity Assessment: Gain a comprehensive overview of 
your current AI maturity level, offering a clear snapshot of your 
current position and the potential advantages of AI for your 
business.

• Data Infrastructure Review: Evaluate the strength, scalability, 
and security of your data systems to ensure they are fully 
prepared for AI implementation.

• Compliance & Ethics Review: Scrutinise the ethical implications 
and compliance mandates associated with your AI adoption to 
ensure that your AI initiatives adhere to both regulatory 
standards and the highest ethical best practices.

• Operational Model Consultation: Gain expert insights on 
operational frameworks and organisational adjustments, closely 
following the AWS Cloud Adoption Framework that are essential 
for the successful integration of AI into your business.

• Talent & Skills Assessment: Pinpoint the essential talents and 
skills your organisation requires to excel in the AI landscape with 
technologies like Amazon Bedrock.

• Strategic AI Roadmap: After the assessment, we provide a 
customised AI implementation and scalability strategy, designed 
for joint ownership and execution.

This initiative goes beyond merely assessing readiness; it’s about 
reimagining and shaping the future of your business through AI. 
Leveraging our expertise in AI-driven solutions, we provide you with 
practical insights and concrete steps to develop a transformative AI 
strategy.

Key benefits:

• Assess your AI maturity to 
pinpoint how AI can enhance 
your operations.

• Assess the readiness of your 
data systems for smooth AI 
integration.

• Verify that your AI initiatives are 
ethically responsible and 
comply with relevant 
regulations.

• Obtain expert advice on refining 
your operational models for AI 
effectiveness.

• Identify the essential AI skills 
and talents needed for your 
expansion.

• Develop a customised AI 
strategy and roadmap for 
implementation following the 
assessment.
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